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Abstract Four sea surface temperature (SST) diurnal variation (DV) models have been compared against
Multifunctional Transport Satellite-1R (MTSAT-1R) SST measurements over the Tropical Warm Pool (TWP)
region (908E–1708E, 258S–158N) for 4 months from January to April 2010. The four models include one
empirical model formulated by Chelle Gentemann (hereafter CG03), one physical model proposed by Zeng
and Beljaars in 2005 (ZB05) and its updated version (ZB 1 T), and one air-sea coupled model (the Met Office
Unified Model Global Coupled configuration 2, GC2) with ZB05 warm layer scheme added on top of the
standard configuration. The sensitivity of the v3 MTSAT-1R data to the ‘‘true’’ changes in SST is first investi-
gated using drifting buoys and is estimated to be 0.60 6 0.05. This being significantly different from 1, the
models are validated against MTSAT-1R data and the same data scaled by the inverse of the sensitivity (rep-
resenting an estimate of the true variability). Results indicate that all models are able to capture the general
DV patterns but with differing accuracies and features. Specifically, CG03 and ZB 1 T underestimate strong
(>2 K) DV events’ amplitudes especially if we assume that sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R variability is most
realistic. ZB05 can effectively capture the DV cycles under most DV and wind conditions, as well as the DV
spatial distribution. GC2 tends to overestimate small-moderate (< 2 K) DV events but can reasonably predict
large DV events. One to three hour lags in warming start and peak times are found in GC2.

1. Introduction

The importance of incorporating sea surface temperature (SST) diurnal variations (DVs) into numerical
weather prediction (NWP) or climate models is becoming more recognized (e.g., Masson et al., 2012; Stuart-
Menteth et al., 2003; Takaya et al., 2010). Including SST DV effects has been demonstrated to more accu-
rately represent the air-sea interaction and therefore is expected to enhance air-sea coupled, NWP, and cli-
mate model performance (e.g., Brunke et al., 2008; Clayson & Bogdanoff, 2013; Halpern & Reed, 1976; Li
et al., 2001; Marullo et al., 2016). For instance, Clayson and Bogdanoff (2013) have shown that including SST
DV effects results in up to 10 W m22 yearly average heat flux difference over significant portions of the trop-
ical oceans. Also, according to Brunke et al. (2008), after introducing a SST DV scheme, the Community
Atmosphere Model (CAM3.1) is able to better predict the diurnal cycle in air temperature and precipitation.
Some studies have demonstrated that incorporating the SST DV signal can improve a climate model on
long time scales. For instance, Masson et al. (2012) showed that in their global coupled ocean-atmosphere
general circulation model called SINTEX-F2 (the Scale Interaction Experiment-Frontier version 2), the predic-
tion of ENSO amplitude, frequency, and skewness is significantly better if SST DV effects are taken into
account. However, unfortunately, DV effects are still missing in many coupled, NWP or climate models.

There are several numerical SST DV models available. They range in complexity from those based on empiri-
cal relationships (e.g., Gentemann et al., 2003; Price et al., 1987; Webster et al., 1996), to single layer or multi-
layer bulk models (e.g., Fairall et al., 1996; Price et al., 1986; Zeng & Beljaars, 2005), and to turbulent closure
models (e.g., Kantha & Clayson, 1994; Karagali et al., 2017). Kawai and Wada (2007) provided a systematic
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review of many of the above models along with several others and suggested that most models are able to
resolve the general DV patterns but with differing accuracies and other issues. Other DV model types also
include, but are not restricted to, transilient models (e.g., Soloviev & Lukas, 2013), air-sea coupled models (e.g.,
Noh et al., 2011), and physical-empirical hybrid models (e.g., Gentemann et al., 2009; Weihs & Bourassa, 2014).

This paper compares four DV models against version 3 Multifunctional Transport Satellite-1R (MTSAT-1R)
SST measurements (produced by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, hereafter the Bureau) over the
Tropical Warm Pool (TWP) region (defined in this study as 908E–1708E, 258S–158N) for 4 months from Janu-
ary to April 2010. The TWP study domain, which is the ocean water mass located in the western Pacific
Ocean and eastern Indian Ocean, is considered an excellent area to conduct DV studies because of its glob-
ally highest annual average SST, relatively calm winds, high cloud-free values of solar shortwave insolation
(SSI), and frequent large amplitude DV events (Zhang et al., 2016a). Although there are many DV models
available, and they have all been validated against in situ or satellite observations when proposed or in later
papers, few publications conduct intercomparison between different models (e.g., Bellenger & Duvel, 2009;
Karagali & Høyer, 2013) and none specifically over the TWP region. If NWP or climate modelers consider
incorporating DV effects, selecting an appropriate DV scheme will be a key preliminary step. Therefore, the
authors believe that an intercomparison between different DV models could potentially provide useful
information and be of interest to NWP or climate modelers. Four models being investigated in this study
are one empirical model based on Gentemann et al. (2003; hereafter CG03), two physical models from Zeng
and Beljaars (2005; hereafter ZB05) and Takaya et al. (2010; hereafter ZB 1 T), and one air-sea coupled
model (the Met Office Unified Model Global Coupled configuration 2, hereafter GC2; Williams et al., 2015)
with Artale et al. (2002) cool skin and the ZB05 warm layer schemes added on top of the standard configu-
ration. The cool skin is a layer in the upper few hundredths of millimetres of the ocean caused by the com-
bined cooling effects of the net longwave radiation, the sensible heat flux, and the latent heat. The cool
skin is of the order of 0.1–0.5 K and is almost always present, although its total effect may be compensated
by the presence of a warm layer. Warm layers occur during the day when temperature stratification caused
by absorption of the solar flux is sufficiently strong to suppress shear-induced mixing and can be of the
order of several K (Fairall et al., 1996).

This DV model comparison work is part of the Group for High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature (GHRSST)
Tropical Warm Pool Diurnal Variability (TWP1) project (Beggs et al., 2012). The TWP1 project was launched
in 2008 by the GHRSST Diurnal Variability Working Group with the aim to quantify SST DV over the TWP
region and systematically compare different DV models against satellite measurements over the time span
of 4 months from January to April 2010. The initial model selection for the TWP1 project, including CG03,
ZB05, and ZB 1 T, was based on their different modeling methods and low computational cost. The GC2
model is added in this study to evaluate the inclusion of warm layer and cool skin schemes to a latest-
generation coupled general circulation model.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: section 2 gives details of the models and describes the
data sets used; section 3 investigates the sensitivity of MTSAT-1R data to changes in in situ SST measure-
ments; section 4 presents the results of the DV model validation and intercomparison; discussion and con-
clusions are provided in section 5.

2. Models, Data, and Methods

Before introducing the models, the SST definitions used in this study are summarised. According to Donlon
et al. (2007) and the GHRSST website (https://www.ghrsst.org/), the skin SST, SSTskin, is the ‘‘temperature
measured by an infrared radiometer typically operating at wavelengths 3.7–12 mm that represents the tem-
perature within the conductive diffusion dominated sublayer at a depth of �10–20 mm.’’ Subskin SST,
SSTsubskin, is representative of the SST at the bottom of the SSTskin temperature gradient, i.e., the cool skin
layer. The foundation SST, SSTfnd, is the SST at a depth so that it is free from diurnal variability, which corre-
sponds to the minimum SSTsubskin during a solar day. More details can be found in Donlon et al. (2002,
2007) and the GHRSST website.

In this study, we define ‘‘dSST’’ as the hourly SSTsubskin minus SSTfnd, and ‘‘dSSTmax’’ as the maximum dSST
during a solar day. Readers should note that two types of SSTfnd data, slightly different from the exact Don-
lon et al. (2007) definition, are used in this study and are described in detail in section 2.3.
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2.1. Models
2.1.1. The CG03 Model
An empirical DV model was formulated in Gentemann et al. (2003) using nonlinear least squares regression
of passive microwave SST and surface wind speed data, both obtained from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI), and top-of-atmosphere modeled insolation data. The model
determines the SST DV cycle from daily average insolation and wind speed only; there is no explicit consid-
eration of latent or sensible heat fluxes, although these will presumably be captured to some extent by the
empirical dependence on wind speed.

One limitation of the original passive microwave SST-derived Gentemann et al. (2003) formula was that the
TRMM satellite’s equatorial orbit precessed through the diurnal cycle every 23 days. In this study, we used a
regression formula developed by Chelle Gentemann in 2008, that uses the method described in Gentemann
et al. (2003) but is derived using hourly �5 km resolution, SSTskin data from the Meteosat Second Genera-
tion (MSG) Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI). The formula is as follows:

dSST t; R; uð Þ5f tð Þe20:27u a1 R2R0ð Þ1a2 R2R0ð Þ2
h i

(1)

f tð Þ5½907:7942565:402cos xtð Þ2910:929sin xtð Þ149:387cos 2xtð Þ1292:148sin 2xtð Þ20:877cos 3xtð Þ
268:033sin 3xtð Þ24:456cos 4xtð Þ12:214sin 4xtð Þ121:669cos 5xtð Þ22:117sin 5xtð Þ�30:001

(2)

where f tð Þ represents the shape of the diurnal cycle through the day, t is local time (in hours since local
solar midnight), u (m s21) is the wind speed at 10 m height, R (W m22) is solar shortwave insolation (SSI),
a1 5 2.249 3 1023 K m2 W21, a2 5 2.014 3 1026 K m4 W22, R0 5 97 W m22, and x 5 0.262 h21. Since SSI is
calculated from the solar zenith angle and solar constant, no allowance is made for cloud in this SEVIRI DV
model. Also, as in the original Gentemann et al. (2003) formula, this model only calculates DV for solar
heating> 97 W m22 conditions. Hereafter, we still use the term ‘‘CG03’’ as in several previous papers but it
refers to this updated SEVIRI DV model.

Since the outputs of CG03 are dSST values only, to derive hourly SSTsubskin for comparison with MTSAT-1R
SSTsubskin observations, it is necessary to add SSTfnd to hourly CG03 dSST values. The SSTfnd inputs are from
the Regional Australian Multi-Sensor Sea surface temperature Analysis (RAMSSA; Beggs et al., 2011) devel-
oped at the Bureau. In this way, the hourly SSTsubskin is the sum of the input daily RAMSSA SSTfnd and hourly
CG03 dSST values. Hourly 10 m wind speeds are obtained from the Australian Community Climate and
Earth-System Simulator-Regional (ACCESS-R; Puri et al., 2013) 24 h forecasts. Details of the input data sets
are in section 2.2.
2.1.2. The ZB05 Model
Zeng and Beljaars (2005) proposed a prognostic skin SST DV scheme. In ZB05, with prior knowledge of the
wind speed, surface fluxes, and SSTfnd data, SSTskin can be calculated in two steps: the cool skin effect
scheme and the warm layer profile scheme. For the cool skin effect, the equation is

Ts2T2d5
d

qw cw kw
Q1Rsfsð Þ (3)

where Ts is SSTskin, d is the depth of the cool skin layer, T2d is SSTsubskin, qw is the sea water density with sub-
script w denoting sea water, cw is the heat capacity of sea water, kw is the molecular thermal conductivity,
Q is the sum of the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes and the net longwave radiation defined as posi-
tive downward, Rs is surface net solar radiation, and fs is the fraction of solar radiation absorbed in the
sublayer.

The warm layer, the top of which is the bottom of the cool skin layer, is typically several meters deep (Don-
lon et al., 2007). The rate of change of temperature difference across this layer is

@ T2d2T2dð Þ
@t

5
Q1Rs2R 2dð Þ

dqw cw v= v11ð Þ2
v11ð Þku�w

d/t
d
L

� � T2d2T2dð Þ (4)

where d is the warm layer depth (WLD), T2d is input SSTfnd, v is an empirical parameter which depends on
d, k 5 0.4 is the Von Karman constant, u�w is the friction velocity in sea water via which wind speed enters,
and L is the Monin-Obukhov length. On the right-hand side of equation (4), the first term is the rate of
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heating due to surface fluxes and the second term is the cooling due to turbulent entrainment. The change
in temperature at a particular time step is found from the discretized version of equation (4). /t is the stabil-
ity function:

/t
2z

L

� �
5

115
2z

L
for

2z
L
� 0

1216
2z

L

� �20:5
for

2z
L
< 0

8>><
>>:

(5)

In the TWP1 project, the input SSTfnd for ZB05 are also from RAMSSA. All meteorological variables are from
ACCESS-R 24 h forecasts (see section 2.2.2). A constant WLD d of 3 m is assumed, as the DV of ocean tem-
perature is often small at around this depth. Correspondingly, v is 0.3 (Zeng & Beljaars, 2005). The output of
ZB05 is SSTskin (with cool skin scheme) or SSTsubskin (without cool skin scheme). DV is then calculated from
SSTskin or SSTsubskin.
2.1.3. The ZB 1 T Model
Takaya et al. (2010) proposed two refinements to the ZB05 warm layer scheme, including the modification
of a Monin-Obukhov similarity function for stable conditions and the introduction of mixing enhancement
by the Langmuir circulation. The modified stability function is

/t
2z

L

� �
5

11
5

2z
L

14ð2z
L
Þ2

113
2z

L
10:25ð2z

L
Þ2

for
2z

L
� 0

1216
2z

L

� �20:5
for

2z
L
< 0

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(6)

Also, under stable conditions the effect of the Langmuir circulation is included in the turbulent diffusivity,
which transforms equation (4) to

@ T2d2T2dð Þ
@t

5
Q1Rs2R 2dð Þ

dqw cw v= v11ð Þ2
v11ð Þku�w

d/t
d
L

� �
u�w=usð Þ1=3

T2d2T2dð Þ (7)

where us is the surface Stokes velocity. We hereafter refer to the ZB05 scheme with these adjustments as
the ZB 1 T scheme.

In this study, similarly as for CG03 and ZB05, the input SSTfnd for ZB 1 T are from RAMSSA and the meteoro-
logical inputs are from ACCESS-R. The output of ZB 1 T is also SSTskin (with cool skin scheme) or SSTsubskin

(without cool skin scheme). DV is further calculated.
2.1.4. The GC2 Model
The GC2 model was released in March 2014. It is the latest configuration of the Met Office Unified Model,
composed of component configurations Global Atmosphere 6.0 (GA6.0), Global Land 6.0 (GL6.0), Global
Ocean 5.0 (GO5.0), and Global Sea Ice 6.0 (GSI6.0; Williams et al., 2015). In this study, we focus on the air-sea
coupled components. The GA6.0 component has 85 levels up to 85 km height and �60 km horizontal reso-
lution, and the GO5.0 has 75 levels with 1 m resolution in the upper 10 and 2 m resolution between 10 and
20 m, and 0.258 3 0.258 horizontal resolution at the equator (Megann et al., 2014). A 5 day hindcast is initial-
ized at 0:00Z on each day in the 4 month period from the operational NWP atmospheric analysis and the
FOAM (Fast Ocean Atmosphere Model; Blockley et al., 2014) ocean analysis. After initialization, the model is
left to run freely for the forecast period (no observations are further assimilated). The first-day hindcast is
used in this study, which is considered to be of better quality than the other four days since the model
starts to lose skill as it evolves with time.

Although the vertical resolution in the GO5.0 global ocean model is high, the warm layer and cool skin will
not be explicitly resolved. For this study, a DV scheme that consists of a warm layer and a cool skin scheme
has been added to the coupled model. The warm layer scheme is the same as in ZB05, and the cool skin
scheme is based on Artale et al. (2002). As a coupled model, GC2 uses the fourth ocean layer temperature,
at a depth of 3.86 m, as input SSTfnd in the DV scheme. Unlike the other DV models in this paper, in GC2 the
input SSTfnd is not from an analysis, but is generated dynamically by the ocean submodel. However, it
should be noted that this ocean submodel is initialized by the FOAM ocean analysis, which assimilates simi-
lar satellite and in situ SST data to the RAMSSA SST analysis over the TWP region.
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Similar to ZB05 and ZB 1 T, the output of GC2 is also SSTskin or SSTsubskin

and DV can be further calculated. The SSTskin is then coupled to the atmo-
sphere model during the hourly coupling exchanges.

Table 1 summarises the models in terms of the input SSTfnd, meteoro-
logical variables, and the DV outputs.

2.2. Data Sets
2.2.1. MTSAT-1R Data
The reference observation SST data used in this study are the hourly,
0.058, v3 MTSAT-1R data (Appendix A), produced by the Bureau over
the TWP1 domain and period especially for the TWP1 project. The
MTSAT-1R geostationary satellite was launched in 2005 by the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) on behalf of the Japan Civil Avi-

ation Bureau and the Japan Meteorological Agency. Only the highest quality data (quality level 5) are used.
In addition, all measurements that are within 15 km of the coast are discarded to remove possible terrestrial
effects. This data set has been described and validated against both drifting buoy data and Advanced
Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) SST data in Zhang et al. (2016a). An overall zero bias and 0.73 K
standard deviation was found from the in situ validation over the TWP1 domain and study period.
2.2.2. ACCESS-R Outputs
All meteorological data, used in this study as inputs for the CG03, ZB05 and ZB 1 T models, are average,
hourly, 0.3758 resolution outputs from the ACCESS-R model 24 h forecasts. This regional NWP model was
developed by the Bureau in collaboration with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orga-
nisation (CSIRO) and the UK Met Office, and is based on the Met Office’s Unified Model. It can predict a
series of surface parameters, including wind speed, wind stress, shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes,
and latent and sensible heat fluxes (Puri et al., 2013). The ACCESS-R wind speed and daily maximum SSI
have been compared with the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis
SSI data and Cross-Calibrated Multiplatform (CCMP) sea surface wind data, respectively, over the Australian
North-West Shelf from 2010 to 2014 (Wang & Zhang, 2017). Wang and Zhang (2017) found that these varia-
bles have good quality. ACCESS-R SSI and winds have a 0.85 and 0.88 correlation coefficient with ECMWF
SSI and CCMP winds, respectively (Wang & Zhang, 2017).
2.2.3. RAMSSA Data
The Bureau’s operational daily, 1/128 resolution, RAMSSA SST analysis data (Beggs et al., 2011) have been
used as direct SSTfnd inputs for the CG03, ZB05, and ZB 1 T models (Table 1). This data set is a level 4 gap-
free SST analysis produced using optimal interpolation. To minimize the DV effects, the RAMSSA system
ingests SST data from infrared and microwave sensors on polar-orbiting satellites, and from in situ measure-
ments, only under conditions with ACCESS-R forecast 10 m wind speeds> 2 m s21 during the night and >6
m s21 during the day. A much larger domain is covered (708S–208N, 608E–1708W) than the TWP1 study
region. A 0.42 K standard deviation is obtained when comparing RAMSSA SSTs with independent buoy SST
observations for the period 1 October 2007 to 31 March 2008 (Beggs et al., 2011). More details about this
data set can be found in Beggs et al. (2011) and Zhang et al. (2016b).

2.3. Method
In this study, the DV of SSTsubskin, rather than SSTskin, are analysed for two reasons. First, although the sensor
on-board MTSAT-1R measures temperature at �10 mm (classified as SSTskin), the radiances received were first
regressed against drifting buoy SST observations at 20–30 cm depth to produce an approximation to SSTsub-

skin. Then, a 0.17 K constant, rather than a physical cool skin effect scheme, was subtracted to produce SSTskin

(Beggs et al., 2013). As a result, we obtain an approximation of DV for SSTsubskin when calculating the DV cycle
from MTSAT-1R data. The second reason is that the CG03 model does not include the cool skin effect and can
therefore only produce DV for SSTsubskin. Like MTSAT-1R, the SEVIRI SSTskin data (Donlon et al., 2009) used to
derive the CG03 model are also calculated as SSTsubskin minus a constant (in this case, 0.2 K). Therefore, DV is
actually from SSTsubskin. All the other models, namely ZB05, ZB 1 T and GC2, can produce both SSTskin (with a
cool skin scheme) and SSTsubskin (without a cool skin scheme), and the latter is used in this study.

For satellite observations, foundation SSTs are normally estimated from an average of the predawn, or
nighttime observed subskin SSTs (e.g., Deschamps & Frouin, 1984; Karagali et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016a).

Table 1
Summary of the Input SSTfnd, Meteorological Variables, and DV Outputs of All
Four Models

Model SSTfnd

Meteorological
Inputs

SSTskin/
SSTsubskin DV?

CG03 RAMSSA ACCESS-R outputs N/Y
ZB RAMSSA ACCESS-R outputs Y/Y
ZB 1 T RAMSSA ACCESS-R outputs Y/Y
GC2 GC2 SST3.86m Within the model Y/Y

Note. For the last column, Y (yes) and N (no) indicate whether or not the
model can generate DV for the skin or subskin layer (see section 2.3).
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Since the infrared sensor on-board MTSAT-1R cannot sense SST under cloud, to employ as much data as
possible, we use the average of the early morning subskin SSTs, i.e., 00:30–05:30 LST, as an estimate of MTSAT-
1R SSTfnd, called in this study the ‘‘constructed SSTfnd.’’ For the models, SSTsubskin data are first calculated based
on their direct SSTfnd inputs and each DV scheme. To keep consistent with MTSAT-1R, modeled constructed
SSTfnd is also the average of the early morning subskin SSTs, i.e., 00:30–05:30 LST. Modeled SSTsubskin DV cycles
are subsequently recalculated from the constructed SSTfnd. Previous studies have shown that there is no signifi-
cant difference in terms of DV amount or seasonal and spatial distribution through using the average early
morning rather than predawn SSTs (e.g., Karagali et al., 2012; Karagali & Høyer, 2014).

Finally, data from all sources are averaged into bins with the lowest GC2 resolution 0.8338 3 0.5558. Then all
data are collocated both spatially and temporally under one condition: the number of MTSAT-1R measure-
ments must be �15 out of 24 h within a local day at each grid cell to ensure that the MTSAT-1R DV cycle is
properly represented. One drawback of this filter is that bias is introduced because more clear days than partly
cloudy days are taken into consideration. However, collocating with other DV model and meteorological data
reduces the sampling bias. In total, 169,004 collocations are obtained, on which all analyses are based.

3. Sensitivity of v3 MTSAT-1R SST Data

As the reference observational data, the v3 MTSAT-1R SST measurements are assumed to be of high quality
and able to properly reflect DV cycles. Traditional in situ validation has illustrated the overall good perfor-
mance of v3 MTSAT-1R data in Zhang et al. (2016a), as also mentioned in section 2.2.1. However, this cannot

Figure 1. Sensitivity of MTSAT-1R to iQuam drifting buoy data for (a) iQuam dSSTmax< 1 K; (b) 1 K< iQuam dSSTmax< 2 K; and (c) iQuam dSSTmax> 2 K. The ratio
is calculated as the average MTSAT-1R dSSTs between 11:30 and 17:30 LST divided by the average drifting buoy dSSTs over the same time period. The grey col-
umns are the collocation numbers over each hour. (d) A total least square fit for all the collocated average dSSTs.
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guarantee its ability to resolve DV cycles. In addition to the typical validation criteria of the mean bias and
standard deviation, Merchant et al. (2009, 2013) proposed that the sensitivity of SST retrievals to true changes
in surface temperature should also be considered, especially in DV studies. They argue that different satellite
retrievals of SST might have comparably similar, good qualities when validated against SST variability across
large scales, yet have very different sensitivity to real changes in SST at scales that are small in space (such as
across fronts) or time (such as subdaily variability). Sensitivity of 1.0 means that the full amplitude of the diur-
nal cycle in SST is captured by the satellite retrieval, which is clearly desirable for the purpose of this paper.
The usefulness of sensitivity when assessing SST retrieval methods has been supported by the algorithm com-
parisons of Petrenko et al. (2014). Therefore, in this study, prior to validating the DV models against the v3
MTSAT-1R data set, we conduct a sensitivity test by comparing the diurnal cycles observed from MTSAT-1R
and drifting buoys. Drifting buoys are considered suitable for this sensitivity analysis as they measure SST at
around 20–30 cm depth, and for DV amplitudes> 1 K, the temperatures at these depths are relatively similar
to those measured immediately below the cool skin (Gentemann et al., 2009). Moorings in the study region
measure SST at �1 m depth, and at high DV amplitudes the difference in temperature from the surface to
1 m is substantial, so mooring data were not used for the analysis. The drifting buoy SST data used in this sec-
tion were obtained from the NOAA In Situ Quality Monitor version 2 (iQuam; Xu & Ignatov, 2014; https://www.
star.nesdis.noaa.gov/sod/sst/iquam/v2/data.html). In iQuam v2 data, since the in situ SST values are quality
controlled against foundation SST analyses that are regarded as ‘‘true’’ values, measurements with large DV
signals are possibly flagged as low quality, since the foundation SSTs are free of DV. Therefore, in this study,
we did not apply any of the quality_level flags to the iQuam data. The methods to construct SSTfnd estimates
from both MTSAT-1R and iQuam data are the same, both being the average of early morning (00:30–05:30
LST) measurements (see section 2.3). When establishing the collocations between in situ and satellite data,

Figure 2. Density of the collocations between the modeled and MTSAT-1R constructed SSTfnd (averaged 00:30–05:30 LST
SSTsubskin). N is the number of collocations, RMSE is the root-mean-square error, and R is the correlation coefficient. The
units for bias and RMSE are K.
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the following filters are applied: (1) 0.158 3 0.158 spatial window and 630 min temporal window; (2) any col-
location with absolute difference> 10 K is discarded; (3) for both DV cycles, there should be at least three
measurements between 00:30 and 05:30 LST, and at least four between 11:30 and 17:30 LST. As suggested by
Merchant et al. (2013), we calculate the sensitivity ratio as the average MTSAT-1R dSSTs between 11:30 and
17:30 LST divided by the average drifting buoy dSSTs over the same time frame.

As shown in Figure 1, MTSAT-1R noticeably underestimates the iQuam DV amplitudes under different DV
conditions. When iQuam dSSTmax is <1 K, the ratio is the highest, reaching 75.3%, although this ratio has
high uncertainty because it is a ratio of small values. The ratios for iQuam dSSTmax> 1 K are between 55%
and 60%, although the collocations are much fewer. In Figure 1d, a total least square linear fit, accounting
errors from both axes, is added to all the collocations. Forcing the fitting line to cross the origin results in a
slope (6statistical fitting uncertainty) of 0.60 (60.05). This is used as an overall estimate of the MTSAT-1R

Figure 3. Validation of wind speed data from (a) ACCESS-R, and (b) GC2 against CCMP wind data, (c) intercomparison
between GC2 and ACCESS-R winds, (d) PDF (probability density function) plot of GC2 and ACCESS-R winds, and
(e) biases 6 STD between GC2 and ACCESS-R winds as a function of local time.
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sensitivity. This result is similar to the findings for this geographical area in Merchant et al. (2009; their Fig-
ure 1c), where the sensitivity estimate was based on radiative transfer simulation rather than empirical data.
Although Merchant et al. (2009) were investigating a different satellite sensor, the Advanced Very High Res-
olution Radiometer (AVHRR), the thermal channels and principle of retrieval are similar (see Appendix A for
the v3 MTSAT-1R retrieval algorithm).

Given an estimated mean sensitivity of 0.60, an observed diurnal cycle of 1 K in MTSAT-1R data would imply
a true diurnal amplitude around 1.7 K. This difference is significant when using MTSAT-1R data for validating
DV models. Therefore, for the following analyses, we will compare the four DV models against both the orig-
inal MTSAT-1R and the sensitivity-scaled estimated ‘‘MTSAT-1R/ratio’’ (overall ratio 0.60) DV, given that the
drifting buoy measurements with large diurnal amplitudes are too few for conclusive comparison. The
sensitivity-scaled ‘‘MTSAT-1R/ratio’’ DV is considered most realistic in this study.

4. Results

4.1. Preanalyses
Due to the different SSTfnd sources and meteorological inputs between GC2 and the other DV models, we
believe that before we directly analyse the DV amplitudes, it is necessary to assess the extent that these differ-
ent inputs impact the modeled DV results. The constructed SSTfnd and wind speed data are compared here.

When comparing the constructed modeled SSTfnd and MTSAT-1R SSTfnd values (Figure 2), it was found that
out of 169,004 collocations, most SSTfnd data fall between 27 and 308C. As expected, the statistics for CG03,
ZB05, and ZB 1 T SSTfnd are similar since the models have the same RAMSSA SSTfnd data inputs (Figures 2a–
2c). Compared to MTSAT-1R, SSTfnd data from these three models all slightly overestimate the observations
with a positive mean bias of 0.31–0.35 K. It should also be noted that the 00:30–05:30 LST MTSAT-1R SSTsubskin

data display a small warm bias (�0.1 K) when compared with collocated drifting buoy SST observations at
0.2 m depth over the same region and period (Zhang et al., 2016a). The positive mean bias in the modeled
SSTfnd is partly due to RAMSSA SSTfnd being warmer than the average 00:30–05:30 LST MTSAT-1R SSTsubskin,
since in addition to nighttime observations, the RAMSSA system blends daytime and early evening SST
observations under high wind speed conditions (Beggs et al., 2011). The root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) in
Figures 2a–2c are all <0.6 K. Encouragingly, the validation of GC2 SSTfnd data is very similar to the other three
models with a marginally smaller positive bias (0.27 K) and higher RMSE (0.61 K; Figure 2d). There are three
possible factors accounting for the warm bias of GC2 SSTfnd data: (1) the temperature at WLD used in the
warm layer scheme is taken from the ocean model, and it might suffer from a warm bias. This, in turn, could
produce a warm bias in the SSTfnd; (2) there may be a positive surface shortwave radiation bias in most of the
TWP1 region during the study period; (3) the FOAM SST analyses used to initialize the GC2 model might suf-
fer from a positive bias. Determining the source of the GC2 SSTfnd warm bias source is beyond the scope of
the present paper.

We then checked if the meteorological variables within the GC2 coupled model are similar to the ACCESS-R
outputs by conducting a brief validation of the wind speeds from ACCESS-R and GC2 against CCMP ocean
surface wind data (Atlas et al., 2011). According to Zhang et al. (2016a, 2016b), wind is the most important

Table 2
Statistical Analyses of the Collocations Between the Modeled dSSTmax and the Original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax As Well As the
Scaled MTSAT-1R/Ratio dSSTmax Data

Bias (K) RMSE (K) R

MTSAT-1R
dSSTmax

MTSAT-1R/
ratio dSSTmax

MTSAT-1R
dSSTmax

MTSAT-1R/
ratio dSSTmax

MTSAT-1R
dSSTmax

MTSAT-1R/
ratio dSSTmax

CG03 20.16 20.68 0.54 0.85 0.48 0.48
ZB05 0.14 20.38 0.81 0.97 0.45 0.45
ZB 1 T 20.20 20.71 0.62 0.87 0.46 0.46
GC2 0.72 0.20 0.98 1.08 0.46 0.46

Note. Statistics include average bias of the modeled dSSTmax minus MTSAT-1R dSSTmax (and MTSAT-1R/ratio
dSSTmax), root-mean-square errors (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (R).
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Figure 4. (left column) Biases in dSSTmax of the collocations within different original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax 0.25 K intervals
through the whole 0–5 K range. The solid line is the median bias, and the bottom and top dashed lines are the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively. The grey columns are the collocation numbers falling within each 0.25 K interval. (right col-
umn) As for the left column but for MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax.
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meteorological factor regulating DV over the TWP region. Figures 3a and 3b indicate that the two wind
data sets perform similarly well against CCMP winds, with �–0.3 m s21 biases and �0.9 correlation coeffi-
cients, and very similar probability density functions (Figure 3d). The average bias between the two wind
data sets is very small, 0.06 m s21 (Figure 3c). In Figure 3e, the biases between GC2 and ACCESS-R winds are
plotted as a function of local times. Figure 3e shows no clear diurnal pattern in the biases.

Overall, the consistency in SSTfnd and meteorological inputs between the models gave us confidence to
conduct further DV analyses.

4.2. Statistical Analyses
The maximum SST DV amplitudes during each solar day, dSSTmax, from the models and MTSAT-1R were sta-
tistically compared (Table 2). This indicates that the agreement between all models and observations is rela-
tively moderate with correlation coefficients between 0.45 and 0.48. This low correlation has been noted in

Figure 5. Distribution of dSSTmax values from (a) original MTSAT-1R, (b) CG03, (c) ZB05, (d) ZB 1 T, (e) GC2, and (f) MTSAT-
1R/ratio on 0.1 K intervals. The percentages are the accumulated proportions of dSSTmax< 1 K, <2 K, <3 K, and <4 K (the
dashed reference lines).
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previous studies. For example, in Noh et al. (2011), a correlation of 0.31 between the modeled and buoy
dSSTs is found, although it should be noted that their DV model, meteorological data and study domain dif-
fer from this TWP study. A possible reason might be that the surface forcing from the models does not
match exactly with the real ocean, in spite of the resemblance in the large-scale weather pattern (Noh et al.,
2011). Compared with the original MTSAT-1R data, CG03 and ZB 1 T dSSTmax data are slightly cold biased
by 20.16 and 20.20 K, respectively. The dSSTmax from ZB05 is overestimated by 0.14 K, while the GC2 is sig-
nificantly warm biased. However, when MTSAT-1R dSSTmax is scaled by the sensitivity ratio (0.60), the biases
between the modeled dSSTmax and MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax decline sharply. The negative bias in ZB05
(–0.38 K) is smaller than that for CG03 and ZB 1 T (–0.68 and 20.71 K). The GC2 has the smallest positive
bias, being 0.2 K. All RMSEs have increased in the MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax scenario. The RMSE is smaller in
CG03 and ZB 1 T than in ZB05 and GC2.

The 25th/50th(median)/75th percentile biases between the modeled dSSTmax and MTSAT-1R dSSTmax at
each 0.25 K interval for the 0–5 K range were calculated, together with the collocation numbers (Figure
4). Figure 4 shows that as DV becomes large, all the models have an increasingly negative dSSTmax bias.
Compared with both the original MTSAT-1R and the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax, CG03 has
the narrowest 25th to 75th percentile bias range, which is not surprising because this model has fewer
inputs than ZB05, ZB 1 T or GC2. Apart from wind and SSI, inputs in these other DV models such as latent
and sensible heat fluxes can possibly increase the output uncertainties. The cold bias in CG03 is nearly lin-
ear as MTSAT-1R or MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax increases (Figures 4a and 4b). ZB05 has near zero median
bias for the 0–2 K range but fails to properly estimate larger DV events (Figure 4c). ZB 1 T also

Figure 6. Monthly average DV cycles from MTSAT-1R and MTSAT-1R/ratio and four models for January–April 2010.
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underestimates dSSTmax for almost the whole range with a slightly narrower 25th/75th bias range than
ZB05 (Figure 4e). GC2 displays a quite similar bias pattern to ZB05, largely due to the same warm
layer scheme. However, instead of a near zero bias, GC2 has a positive median bias for dSSTmax< 3 K
(Figure 4g). Relative to the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax data, biases in all models have
become more negative to different extents at different DV ranges (Figures 4b, 4d, 4f, and 4h). GC2 now
estimates dSSTmax values closest to MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax, as indicated by the near zero median bias
for the 0–3 K range (Figure 4h).

Further analysis of the distribution of the MTSAT-1R and modeled dSSTmax values is shown in Figure 5. In
the original MTSAT-1R data, for all the 0.1 K intervals, the largest percentage (10.3%) of dSSTmax values fall
between 0.3 and 0.4 K (Figure 5a). There are 72.5%< 1 K and only 1.7%> 3 K. Shape-wise, the CG03 model
best captures the original MTSAT-1R pattern, especially for dSSTmax< 1 K, with the maximum percentage
also observed between 0.3 and 0.4 K. When compared with the estimated MTSAT-1R/ratio dSSTmax (Figure
5f), the distribution closest to the MTSAT-1R/ratio now is the GC2 in terms of the overall shape, although
GC2 has fewer 0–1 K and more 2–4 K dSSTmax values than the MTSAT-1R/ratio. This explains why the bias is
still a positive 0.2 K (Table 2). ZB05 estimates a similar percentage for the 2–3 K range (11.86% in comparison
with 11.96% in MTSAT-1R/ratio) but many more DV events< 1 K (63.74% compared with 46.42%). CG03 and
ZB 1 T are severely underestimating the DV amplitudes for the whole 0–5 K range relative to MTSAT-1R/
ratio.

Figure 7. Four month average DV cycles from MTSAT-1R and MTSAT-1R/ratio and four models for different original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax conditions:
(a) dSSTmax< 1 K, (b) 1 K<dSSTmax< 2 K, (c) 2 K<dSSTmax< 3 K, and (d) dSSTmax> 3 K.
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4.3. DV Cycles
Monthly average DV cycles calculated from the 4 months’ collocations are plotted in Figure 6. The original
MTSAT-1R data show that the average DV cycle has an amplitude of 0.4–0.6 K, typically peaking at 13–15
LST, but this value is increased to 0.8–0.9 K in the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R data (Figure 6a). The average
minimum temperatures are observed at 5–6 LST. Overall, CG03 and ZB 1 T agree well with the original
MTSAT-1R pattern for most of the months. However, CG03 has its average DV cycle peak at 16 LST and
ZB 1 T at 14 LST. The positive bias (relative to the original MTSAT-1R) in the average DV cycle amplitude in
ZB05 is seen in every month, reaching 0.5 K in April. When compared with the sensitivity-scaled estimated
MTSAT-1R/ratio DV cycles (dashed lines in Figure 6), CG03 and ZB 1 T underestimate DV amplitudes in all
months except for April. ZB05 closely follows the estimated DV cycles in most months. However, in both
original MTSAT-1R and sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio scenarios, the dSSTmax values in GC2 are highly
overestimated in all months, exceeding 1 K in April. In addition, the times when warming starts (�10 LST)
and peaks (16–17 LST) in GC2 are also 1–3 h later than in the observations and other models. As a conse-
quence, GC2 SSTs cool more rapidly up until 20 LST, after which the temperature stays relatively stable.

Figure 6 displays discontinuities in MTSAT-1R data at 6–8 LST and 17–19 LST. This feature has been
observed and explained in Zhang et al. (2016a). To summarize, at local sunrise (6–8 LST in the study domain
and period) and sunset (17–19 LST), there are fewer good quality MTSAT-1R SST data than at other times in

Figure 8. Four month average DV cycles from MTSAT-1R and MTSAT-1R/ratio and all four models for different wind speed conditions: (a) wind speed< 3 m s21,
(b) 3 m s21<wind speed< 6 m s21, and (c) wind speed> 6 m s21. Note that the 24 h forecast ACCESS-R 10 m wind speeds are given as an average at the end of
each hour.
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the day due to the cloud screening method used in data production. The cloud mask depends on both visi-
ble and infrared channels in the daytime but only on infrared channels at night. Dusk and dawn are times
when the visible channels cannot be used because of weak light, yet the 3.7 mm infrared channel is still con-
taminated by visible light. Consequently, there is greater uncertainty in the cloud detection, and more data
during these times are therefore flagged as poor quality.

For each model, 4 month average DV cycles were plotted for different observed ranges of the original
MTSAT-1R dSSTmax: <1 K, 1–2 K, 2–3 K, and >3 K (Figure 7). For the original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax< 1 K condi-
tion, only a 0.2 K average dSSTmax is observed in MTSAT-1R. The dSSTmax values for most of the models are
between 0.4 and 0.6 K, except for GC2 at 1.1 K (Figure 7a). Little difference is observed in the MTSAT-1R/
ratio scenario in Figure 7a. As MTSAT-1R dSSTmax increases to 1–2 K, agreement between the original
MTSAT-1R and CG03, ZB 1 T, and ZB05 is closest, in terms of both dSSTmax and the shape of the DV cycles
(Figure 7b). However, when compared with scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio DV, all models, except for GC2, underesti-
mate DV amplitudes by 0.5–1 K. When the original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax is 2–3 K (Figure 7c), CG03, ZB05, and
ZB 1 T tend to underestimate the amplitudes, but GC2 has a positive bias of �0.5 K. For MTSAT-1R
dSSTmax> 3 K (Figure 7d), all models underestimate the DV, especially for the scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio sce-
nario. However, as shown in Figure 5, DV events> 3 K are quite rare.

Another observation should be noted. As MTSAT-1R dSSTmax increases, average dSST at the end of the local
day (23:30 LST) also increases in both the original and scaled MTSAT-1R data, reaching �1.7 K and �3 K
(respectively) at 24 LST for dSSTmax> 3 K (Figure 7d). This residual warmth over the TWP region has also
been observed and explained in Zhang et al. (2016a). Fundamentally, two factors contribute to this differ-
ence. First, our SSTfnd construction method (average of SSTs from 00:30 to 05:30 LST) determines that the
dSSTs approach 0 K in the early morning. The second is that for DV events> 1–2 K, the cooling before mid-
night cannot totally cancel the heating during the day unless there are sudden strong wind bursts causing
significant turbulent mixing. This residual warmth has also been seen in other studies over different
research domains, such as over the Atlantic Ocean in Karagali and Høyer (2014). It would appear that none
of the models fully captures this residual warmth.

Further analysis of the modeled DV cycles was conducted under different daily average ACCESS-R wind
speed conditions (Figure 8). We classified winds into three categories: low winds (<3 m s21), moderate

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of temporally averaged dSSTmax values over the study period from the (a) original MTSAT-
1R, (b) CG03, (c) ZB05, (d) ZB 1 T, (e) GC2 model, and (f) MTSAT-1R/ratio.
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winds (between 3 and 6 m s21), and high winds (>6 m s21). Under low wind speed conditions, all models
tend to overestimate the original MTSAT-1R dSSTmax (�1.1 K), especially GC2 by nearly 1.7 K (Figure 8a).
When compared with the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data, ZB05 reflects the DV cycle relatively well,
whereas CG03 and ZB 1 T underestimate the scaled MTSAT-1R data. For moderate winds, significantly
smaller dSSTmax values are found for all models (Figure 8b), indicating the strong dependence of the mod-
els on wind speed. ZB05 appears to agree most closely with the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data. For
high winds, no significant DV is observed except for GC2, which consistently overestimates dSSTmax values
under all wind conditions (Figure 8c).

4.4. Spatial Distribution
Spatial distributions of temporally averaged daily dSSTmax values for each grid point, over the whole study
period, for MTSAT-1R and all models were investigated (Figure 9). In Figure 9a, average DV signals> 1 K are
observed along the coasts of Indonesia, New Guinea Island, and the surrounding islands within the 158S–
88N zone. When scaled by the sensitivity ratio, the DV amplitudes reach 1.5–2 K (Figure 9f). This DV distribu-
tion feature over the TWP domain has been observed in several previous studies (e.g., Stuart-Menteth et al.,
2003; Weihs & Bourassa, 2014). CG03 and ZB 1 T are able to reflect the original MTSAT-1R distribution quite
well, not only spatially but also amplitude wise. Compared with the scaled MTSAT-1R data (Figure 9f), ZB05
estimates the closest dSSTmax in terms of both spatial distribution and DV amplitudes. However, strongly
overestimated dSSTmax values over a much larger region are observed in the GC2 model for both original
MTSAT-1R and sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio scenarios.

Following investigations into the distribution of averaged dSSTmax, we also conducted a case study of a
strong DV event that occurred on 6 March 2010 over the north-west Australian coast (Figure 10). Original

Figure 10. A DV event over the north-west Australian coast on 6 March 2010. Plots are the spatial distributions of dSSTmax

from (a) original MTSAT-1R, (b) CG03, (c) ZB05, (d) ZB 1 T, (e) GC2, and (f) scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data.
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MTSAT-1R indicates that dSSTmax can reach 4 K over a linear region to the north of the Australian north-
west coast (Figure 10a). CG03 and ZB 1 T capture the dSSTmax spatial distribution quite effectively, but their
amplitudes are much smaller (1.5–2 K). Better agreement is found in ZB05 with dSSTmax reaching 3.5 K. GC2
shows a much stronger amplitude over a larger region. However, when compared with the sensitivity-
scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio (Figure 10f), GC2 is the only model capturing a similar DV range, while ZB05 underes-
timates by 0.5–1 K, and CG03 and ZB 1 T underestimates by 2–2.5 K.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

SST diurnal variability schemes are missing from many air-sea coupled, numerical weather prediction, and
climate models. Including the effects of SST diurnal variation is expected to improve these models’ perfor-
mance (Marullo et al., 2016). SST data assimilation also requires incorporation of DV to meet the demand for
increasingly high accuracy. Under such circumstances, selecting an appropriate DV model from quite a
number of different models is a key preliminary step. Although the DV models have all been validated
against in situ or satellite observations when proposed or in later papers, to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, there has been no research conducted to intercompare several DV models over the Tropical Warm
Pool. In hope of providing useful information for air-sea coupled, NWP or climate modelers, this study has
evaluated and intercompared four DV models, including the empirical CG03 model, physical ZB05 and
ZB 1 T models, and air-sea coupled GC2 model, against the Bureau of Meteorology’s v3 MTSAT-1R data as a
contribution to the GHRSST TWP1 project.

Before the v3 MTSAT-1R data were used to evaluate the models, their sensitivity to changes in ‘‘true’’ SSTs
(iQuam drifting buoy SSTs in this study) was tested. According to Merchant et al. (2009, 2013), the sensitivity
of SST retrievals to true changes in surface temperature should not be overlooked, especially in DV studies.
The ideal SST retrieval will be unbiased, have low standard deviation of retrieval error, and will also have
sensitivity to true SST variability close to 1.0. However, as shown in section 3, the overall sensitivity ratio of
v3 MTSAT-1R data is 0.60 6 0.05, which is consistent with the findings in Merchant et al. (2009). Merchant
et al. (2009, Figure 1c) indicates that Pathfinder Nonlinear SST (NLSST) retrievals from the AVHRR series have
a sensitivity ratio of 0.4–0.7 over the TWP region. Considering this, and that the amount of available drifting
buoy SST measurements is small over this study period and domain, this study has conducted all analyses
based on both the original MTSAT-1R and the scaled estimated MTSAT-1R/ratio data. However, we recom-
mend that the results based on the sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data be considered more realistic.

The CG03 empirical model, which in this study is derived from the Centre de M�et�eorologie (CMS) NLSST
SEVIRI SST data, has the advantage that it is simple to use, requiring only wind speed and SSI as inputs.
Compared with the results in Gentemann et al. (2003), over the TWP domain, this study’s observed CG03
DV cycles and spatial distribution of DV signals are similar. Validated against the original MTSAT-1R data,
the distribution shape of CG03 modeled dSSTmax best agrees with observations (Figure 5). Average CG03
DV cycles are also in reasonably close agreement with observations under most wind and DV situations,
except for DV events> 2 K, which only occur with a 5.6% probability (Figure 5a). Spatially, CG03 captures
the DV patterns in terms of both amplitude and distribution. However, when validated against the scaled
MTSAT-1R data, severe underestimation is observed in CG03 for most DV and wind conditions, including
the spatial distribution. One possible reason is that the CMS NLSST SEVIRI SST product, from which the
CG03 model was calculated, has an overall sensitivity ratio of 0.72 (Merchant et al., 2013). Moreover, one
notable deficiency for CG03 is that it estimates very few dSSTmax> 3 K. This is possibly due to the model for-
mulation which does not build on a previously calculated DV estimate. The CG03 model is based on instan-
taneous wind speed, and does not account for persistence; therefore, it will underestimate these strong
events where persistent low winds result in exceptionally large DV values. As mentioned in section 2.3,
another drawback of the SEVIRI CG03 is that it can only simulate SSTsubskin DV, due to the nature of its
derivation.

When compared against the original MTSAT-1R data, ZB05 dSSTmax values are generally positively biased
under MTSAT-1R dSSTmax< 2 K conditions. Similar results are found in Bellenger and Duvel (2009) and Kara-
gali and Høyer (2013) where the ZB05 modeled DV is compared with in situ and SEVIRI SST measurements,
respectively. However, in the comparison with sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data, ZB05 performs quite
well in most of the months, under moderate DV (<2 K) and wind speed conditions, and in terms of the
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spatial distribution. This is largely because, in contrast to CG03, ZB05 is a physical model and the parameters
are determined directly from in situ measurements. Soloviev and Lukas (1997) and Bellenger and Duvel
(2009) argued that the temperature profile in the first 3 m used in ZB05 corresponds more closely to very
strong diurnal warm layers. However, from the observed agreement between ZB05 and scaled MTSAT-1R
data, it would appear that the ZB05 temperature profile is applicable to this study. When proposed, ZB05
has ‘‘realistically reproduced’’ a DV event> 2.5 K under low ECMWF wind conditions over a zonal band in
the north-western Atlantic in May 1998 (Zeng & Beljaars, 2005). Our case study tells a similar story.

Takaya et al. (2010) refined the ZB05 model by changing the similarity function for strongly stable condi-
tions and including the effect of the Langmuir circulation in calculating the turbulent diffusivity. In this
study, when validated against the original MTSAT-1R data, ZB 1 T agrees closely with MTSAT-1R data in DV
cycles under almost all conditions, except for the large negative biases for strong DV events, consistent
with the warning in Takaya et al. (2010) of possible DV underestimation for very calm and clear sky condi-
tions. However, serious underestimation is observed when comparing ZB 1 T with sensitivity-scaled MTSAT-
1R/ratio data especially for calm winds (<3 m s21) and >1 K DV conditions.

The air-sea coupled GC2 model is included in this study to evaluate the incorporation of DV schemes into a
latest-generation coupled general circulation model, as the configuration used in this study implements the
ZB05 warm layer scheme and a cool skin layer scheme based on Artale et al. (2002). Overall, GC2 has a large
positive bias (0.72 K) when validated against the original MTSAT-1R data, and a much smaller positive bias
(0.2 K) against the scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data. Figure 5 indicates that, in both original MTSAT-1R and scaled
MTSAT-1R/ratio cases, GC2 overestimates for most DV amplitudes, especially for DV< 2 K events. The fre-
quent occurrence of DV events with< 2 K amplitude leads to GC2’s overestimation for all months (Figure 6)
and wind conditions (Figure 8). However, GC2 estimates DV> 2 K or 3 K better than the other models (Fig-
ures 7 and 10). Our case study shows that for extreme DV events, GC2 might be relatively accurate in terms
of amplitudes. One issue in GC2 is the warming start (10–11 LST) and peak times (�17 LST), which are both
1–3 h later than the satellite measurements and other models. Further experiments indicate that this is not
due to the lack of the cool skin scheme in the GC2 SSTs studied here, since including the cool skin effect
does not change the warming start or peak times (figure not shown). Very late peak DV time leads to sharp
temperature decline in the afternoon from 17 to 20 LST, followed by an unexpectedly constant temperature
from 20 LST until midnight. The wind speed data comparison in section 4.1 indicates that GC2 winds are
not responsible for the late DV start and peak times as GC2 winds are very similar to the ACCESS-R wind
inputs for the other three DV models. The different behaviours in GC2, compared to the other models stud-
ied, must be due to other reasons.

In conclusion, if we accept the scaled MTSAT-1R/ratio data as most realistic, ZB05 may best capture the
overall average dSST cycles and spatial distribution under most DV (maybe except for large DV events with
amplitudes> 3 K) and most wind conditions. CG03 and ZB 1 T underestimate most DV events with
amplitudes> 1 K. GC2, on the other hand, is positively biased for most DV events but able to predict reason-
ably well very large DV events, say >3 K.

Appendix A: Derivation of V3 Geostationary MTSAT-1R SST

The MTSAT-1R satellite carried the Japanese Advanced Meteorological Imager (JAMI) and was in orbit above
1408E from 2005 through 2016. JAMI captured full-disc imagery on an hourly basis during the period 2005–
2010 in five spectral channels (0.6–12.0 mm). As part of the Bureau’s contribution to Australia’s Integrated
Marine Observing System (IMOS), observations from the JAMI spectral channels centred at 3.7, 10.8, and
12.0 mm were used to calculate SST using the NOAA-developed Geostationary Satellite Derived SST Process-
ing System (Maturi et al., 2008). The NOAA software was modified to accept locally generated NWP fields
and to estimate SST from the empirically derived relationship between JAMI observations and drifting buoy
measurements of ocean temperature (Beggs et al., 2013). These IMOS version 2 (v2) MTSAT-1R SST esti-
mates are available in 0.058 3 0.058 gridded, hourly, single scene, GHRSST format level 3 files for the period
1 June 2006 to 26 July 2010 from http://rs-data1-mel.csiro.au/thredds/catalog/imos-srs/sst/ghrsst/L3U/
mtsat1r/catalog.html.

Initial comparison to the network of drifting buoys indicated that the difference between IMOS v2 MTSAT-
1R and buoy SST observations varied spatially and temporally (Majewski et al., 2013; Figures A1a and A1b),
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with biases on the order of 60.2 K and standard deviations on the order of 0.8–1.2 K (Majewski et al., 2013).
Additionally, the use of different algorithms for day (2-channel) and night (3-channel) scenes introduced
hour-to-hour differences in the bias of >0.2 K. This order of uncertainty reduces the utility of the data for
temporal studies of DV.

The spatial variation of the biases in the IMOS MTSAT-1R SSTs (Majewski et al., 2013) suggested that the
issue might be due to the ‘‘fan-like’’ scanning pattern of the JAMI instrument caused by its two-axis gim-
balled scan mirror system (Puschell et al., 2006). The observed temporal biases (Figures A1a and A1b) are
hypothesized to be the result of solar contamination, depending on the solar declination and Earth-Sun dis-
tance. In order to reduce the temporal and spatial biases in the IMOS MTSAT-1R SST, the following correc-
tion factors were developed from a number of geometric and temporal properties, including pixel/line
position, observation hour, solar declination and Earth-Sun distance:

Corrected SSTskin5SSTskin1GFAC1DFAC1TFAC (A1)

GFAC is a correction associated with the scan pattern (Puschell et al., 2006); DFAC is the SST correction
caused by the solar declination/Earth-Sun distance; TFAC is a correction for the time of day, and these vari-
ous SST components are parameterised as

Figure A1. The median bias between IMOS MTSAT-1R and collocated drifting buoy SST observations as a function of (a, c) local hour, and (b, d) month, over the
whole MTSAT-1R field of view. (top) Before applying the correction factors in equation (A1). (bottom) After applying the correction factors in equation (A1). Note:
for the comparison, the buoy SSTdepth measurements were converted to SSTskin by subtracting 0.17 K. The discontinuity in Figures A1a and A1c is due to the few
good quality MTSAT-1R SST observations at dusk and dawn (see section 4.3).
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SSTskin5p0T41p1ðT42T5Þ1p2ðT42T5Þsec h (A2)

GFAC5p3ðXIDX2p4Þ21p5YIDX2 (A3)

DFAC5p6DECL1p7ðESDIST21Þ (A4)

TFAC5p8sin ðpOBSHOUR=12Þ1p9sin ð2 p OBSHOUR=12Þ (A5)

where T4 is the brightness temperature of channel 4 (11 mm), T5 is the brightness temperature of channel 5
(12 mm), h 5 satellite zenith angle, XIDX 5 pixel number in longitude direction, YIDX 5 pixel number in lati-
tude direction, DECL 5 solar declination, ESDIST 5 distance between Earth and Sun, and OBSHOUR 5 integer
hour of observation in UTC. Parameters p0 to p9 were determined through cost minimization (Levenberg-
Marquardt), where the cost term was composed of the difference between corrected MTSAT-1R SST and
drifting buoy SST for the period 1 June 2006 to 26 July 2010 at a combination of time steps: instantaneous,
hourly and monthly time scales. The matchups used in the minimisation were filtered by ACCESS-R wind
speed (day: wind> 6 m s21, night: wind> 2 m s21) to minimize the observation of diurnal variation. Upon
minimizing the cost function, the resulting values of p0 to p9 were found to be p0 5 1.00598, p1 5 2.33557,
p2 5 0.504579, p3 5 0.535103, p4 5 421.957, p5 5 20.313387, p6 5 20.0093742, p7 5 17.7333, p8 5 20.166866,
p9 5 0.0570238. The resulting maximum amplitude of the DFAC term was 60.1 K and the maximum ampli-
tude of the TFAC term was 60.2 K. The TFAC fit was based on observation hour (not local time), so any effect
from applying TFAC will be smeared across the DV cycle. However, it is possible that applying the TFAC correc-
tion term would reduce the size of the dSSTmax by around 0.2 K.

The application of these correction factors reduced the spatial and temporal differences between MTSAT-1R
and drifting buoy SST observations (Figure A1). The resulting bias is <0.1 K with a standard deviation of
�0.7 K. Hour-to-hour differences in SST are also <0.1 K, with the exception of day/night transitions (<0.2 K).
The corrected version 3 (‘‘v3’’) MTSAT-1R SSTskin values were converted to the GHRSST TWP1 data set level
3 format for the period 1 January to 30 April 2010, and are used in this study.
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